MAKING THE DIFFERENCE
TO YOUR VISITOR EXPERIENCE

Case Study
The Prado Museum has chosen RSF for their new tourguide and audioguide services
The "Museo Nacional del Prado in Madrid" houses one of the greatest art collections in the world.
Visitors can admire and study well-known masterpieces such as The Garden of Earthly Delights by Bosh, The
Nobleman with his hand on his Chest by El Greco, Death of the Virgin by Mantegna, The Holy Family known
as The Pearl by Raphael, Emperor Carlos V on Horseback by Titian, The Foot Washing by Tintoretto,
Self-portrait by Durër , Las Meninas by Velázquez, The Three Graces by Rubens, and The Family of Carlos IV
by Goya.
Flexiguia, RSF's partner in Spain, developed an extensive audio tour that includes commentaries on more
than 300 artworks in 10 languages, including Japanese, Chinese and Korean.
More than 900 Basic audioguides were put in place for their ease of use, high reliability and low
operational costs. In addition, 800 WavelinkD digital tourguide systems serve more than 25 groups of visitors
simultaneously, without any interference! This is a unique feature that no other tourguide system could offer.
More information on the Prado Museum can be found at: http://www.museodelprado.es/en

Easy and fast distribution and handling
Distributing the BASIC

Collection point for BASIC

The Basic is distributed using
compact cases holding 50
players each.

Drop box to collect Players
placed at the exit of the
museum.

No special handling is required
as the BASIC does not need
regular charging!

Revolutionary autonomy for minimum
operational costs
The BASIC is designed with extreme power efficiency in mind,
giving it an exceptional and unmatched autonomy of 4
months of regular daily usage. This compares to 1 day for any
competing product.
With no charging racks necessary, the BASIC decreases
handling and staff requirements thus dramatically reducing
operating costs.

We have also created a bespoke
display for promoting the audioguides

Distributing the Wavelink-D tourguides
Similar to the BASIC, the Wavelink-D tourguide has a minimum
of one month’s autonomy and does not require daily
charging.
The units are stored in simple cases, each containing the
transmitter and the receivers relative to one group.
Up to 60 groups can operate together in the same area
without any disturbances (25 are operating together at the
Prado).
The distribution is extremely fast: the receivers are placed in
a row on a desk and picked up by the visitors. In seconds
the group is set and ready to go! Returning the units is just as
simple and fast as the group places their units back in the
corresponding case.
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